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                                               My Veggie Chef 

We make it easy to have healthy, affordable, plant-based, family meals! 

 

Our meals are free of animal products including whey, casein, and 

honey - making My Veggie Chef the perfect choice for vegans, 

vegetarians, flexitarians, meat-reducers, and omnivores who just 

want to eat more veggies!  Let us help you put an affordable, time 

saving, healthy meal on your dinner table. Phone: 615-200-TOFU (8638) 

MyVeggieChef.com 

My Veggie Chef 

Commercial Kitchen: 

The Platform 

1500 2nd Avenue South 

Nashville, Tn 37210 
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A Welcome Message from My Veggie Chef Founder 
 

Greetings and welcome to My Veggie Chef! Inside this press kit, you 
will find information about our product, our service, and our 
commitment to our customers.  We make it easy to have healthy, 
affordable, plant-based, family meals delivered right to your door.   
 
Why? Because eating healthy can be expensive and challenging.  It 
takes time to research and plan a menu, check for proper ingredients, 
shop, and of course chop and preparing everything.  Not to mention 
that it can feel as though the food industry is working against you by 
subsidizing fast food and creating complex food labeling systems.  
“Healthy” items have been marked up by the food industry to fetch 
premium prices.   
 
The good news? We designed My Veggie Chef to remove the friction 
associated with trying to eat healthy by eliminating time spent on 
planning, shopping, and chopping, and by taking the guesswork out of 
healthy eating. 
 
How did we do this?  Simple. By creating a weekly menu of plant-
based meals that is more than just groceries.  We provide you with 
affordable ready-made meals right at your doorstep.   
 
And that is just the beginning. We can’t wait to tell you more!  
 

- Kristie Rigdon-Holdren, Founder My Veggie Chef 
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Kristie Rigdon-Holdren 
Founder, My Veggie Chef 

 
Kristie’s passion for vegan cooking began in 2006 
when she discovered a recipe for vegan cheese dip 
that was better than the real thing. From that 
moment on, Kristie began to transform meat-centric 
dishes from her childhood into delicious vegan 
masterpieces that would fool even the most devoted 
carnivore.  
 
Kristie started My Veggie Chef, a vegan meal delivery 
service, to share her healthy, vegan creations with the 
community. Kristie is a strong supporter of local 
businesses and designs her menus around seasonal 
produce as much as possible. When she's not 
cooking, Kristie enjoys growing her own veggies, 
reading vegan cookbooks (88 at last count), writing 
about food, and taking pictures of her creations. She 
also enjoys hiking and spending time in nature. 
 
Kristie and her husband Matthew reside in East 
Nashville, Tennessee with their beloved Shih-Tzu 
rescue, Brody. She is a  graduate of Belmont 
University with a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Community Health. She is also a Certified Integrative 
Nutrition Health Coach.  

Mark Rigdon 
CEO, My Veggie Chef 

 
Mark became involved with My Veggie Chef in 2015 
when the company began to expand its operations 
nationally.   
 
Mark’s professional experience includes a position as 
a National Sales Manger for Health Savings Accounts 
and the Director of Implementation for Medicare 
Supplement Insurance - giving him a unique 
understanding of how important it is to have a 
healthy lifestyle.  Not to mention, being a bit of a 
health-nut helps when he is training and competing 
in Triathlons.   
 
The Southeast Missouri State University graduate is 
the President of Rigdon Consulting Group. With an 
office in the Marquette Tech District in Downtown 
Cape Girardeau, Mark brings his in-depth industry 
knowledge of operations and systems to empower 
businesses through efficiency.   
 
It is exciting and enjoyable for Mark to work 
alongside his clients while helping them create 
strategies, plans, and systems that enable them to 
be successful in reaching their goals.   
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My Veggie Chef, Product Information 
 

 
My Veggie Chef offers five different delicious, plant-based entrees per week. Our professional 
chef creates our menus with nutrition and convenience in mind. You will receive each four- 
serving entree with your order. However, you can choose to customize your order if you 
would like multiple servings of a favorite entree.  
 
Our entrees are frozen meal kits, so there’s no rush to eat them and no waste! This is an 
excellent way to stockpile favorites or to have extra on hand for guests.  All the shopping, 
planning, and prep work are done for you! You simply use our easy to follow instructions to 
put your meal together in as little as 20 minutes.  
 
Because our meals come to you frozen, they need time to chill out in our freezer before they 
make their way to you. Pay as you go customers will place orders by noon Tuesday of each 
week. Or for ultimate convenience, you can live deadline free, and choose to sign up for one 
of our subscription services. You can opt to receive meals every 1, 2, 3, or 4 weeks!  This 
option is perfect for busy people who want a healthy lifestyle without ever having to think 
about it. And at $6.00 a serving, the price is unbeatable for the quality and convenience.  
 
We hand deliver our freshly prepared frozen meals on Sunday afternoons to customers in the 
greater Metropolitan Nashville, TN area. If you live outside our vehicle delivery area, your 
meals will arrive to you via the fine folks at FedEx on Friday or Saturday.  
 
No more trips to the grocery store after work when you are likely to be hungry and tired and 
prone to make bad decisions.  My Veggie Chef eliminates the time-cost of fresh and nutritious 
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Customer Testimonials 
 
Elizabeth, Grateful Wife of a "Meat-etarian" 

My husband surprised me with a week of your food for my 30th birthday present. I am so impressed with the 
quality and the value. More importantly I am grateful for the "yum yum" sounds my husband makes as he is 
chowing down! Thank you for making vegan appealing to even my husband (a die hard pork fat fan)!! 

 
Camilla, Satisfied Customer 

I can not say it enough. Thank you for all you do to provide these meals and this service. I truly believe that it 
is saving my life. My Veggie Chef is a LIFE SAVER in so many ways! 

 
Michael, Busy Student 

I have had three weeks of meals so far and they are absolutely fantastic. As a graduate student and living 
alone, it's saved me so much time not planning menus and keeping the kitchen stocked with extra items and 
things which might go bad over time. I'm also a long-time vegetarian and your meals offer such convenience 
along with eating healthy. My Veggie Chef is a super convenient, healthy, a time saver, and a great value too! 

 
Amanda, My Veggie Chef Super Fan 

Our family loves My Veggie Chef. We've been using the service regularly for a year and a half now, and it has 
completely changed our lives. We used to spend hours on Sundays planning balanced vegetarian meals for 
the week and shopping for the ingredients. And then on our already-hectic weeknights (we have two 
elementary-school-aged kids), we would find ourselves spending a lot of time chopping and preparing those 
meals, or we would fall back on our go-to fast vegetarian meals, which aren't super nutritious -- a box of 
pasta and a jar of sauce or frozen "meats" and mac & cheese from a box. We gained all that time (and all 
those nutrients) back when a friend told us about My Veggie Chef. We were hooked from our first order. In 
fact, I'm about to place my order for next weekend's delivery right now. We live in Murfreesboro, so I am 
especially grateful that the delivery area includes the counties surrounding Nashville. When I tell my friends 
in New York or Los Angeles or other places around the country about this amazing business, they can't 
believe it. We are so lucky to have this creative and healthy and family-friendly option here in Middle 
Tennessee! 

 

Tim, Delighted Vegan Customer 

THIS is what we've needed! My wife is an excellent cook, but we often work late and are terrible at 
PLANNING meals. We usually end up eating toast, or going out and spending almost as much as a whole 
week of My Veggie Chef. It's such a perfect blend of meal options, time savings, plus all the LOVE we're used 
to in a home-cooked meal. We still tweak to our tastes (hot sauce, tofu cream cheese, nutritional yeast) and 
we've had leftovers for a great lunch! THANKS MY VEGGIE CHEF! 
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My Veggie Chef, In the News 
 

My Veggie Chef delivers healthy meals to your doorstep 
Jen Todd, Tennessean.com 
July 21, 2014 
 
On a recent Sunday, 32-year-old Ann Dee McClane of Hermitage opened her door to a bright green bag on 
her doorstep. It was filled with a week's worth of dinners. 
 
Inside were five frozen, prepped and organized meals, all vegan, all healthy, all flavorful. Each resealable bag 
included instructions on how to cook the dish from boiling the ingredients to throwing them in a skillet with 
olive oil. The package came from My Veggie Chef, which delivers weekly meal kits to families across the 
Nashville area, as far away as Murfreesboro. 
 
McClane, who lives alone, can easily stretch the five prepped dishes to 25 or more servings. 
"Cooking for one and eating for one, it's hard to go to the grocery and get everything to make a meal, and 
then you have all the leftovers," McClane said. "What I spend on their meals I would spend way more than 
that at the store to make the equivalent." 
 
My Veggie Chef was born out of owner and chef Kristie Rigdon Holdren's love of "veganizing" traditionally 
meat-filled, often unhealthy, meals. 
"I try to come up with one or two new recipes each week," Holdren said. "It's getting in the mindset (where) I 
want to make a certain dish and then 'veganize' it or make it something healthier." 
 
After attending culinary school, devouring knowledge and recipes from more than 100 vegan cookbooks, and 
just playing in the kitchen, Holdren came up with a menu. She did a test run of My Veggie Chef for her 
Facebook friends. 
 
Now, almost three years later, her crew delivers to 100 to 150 households a week in Davidson and 
surrounding counties, including Williamson, Wilson, Rutherford, Cheatham and Sumner. Those who live 
outside the delivery area can pick up their meals in Nashville. 
Customers range from busy parents with young children to full-time workers, couples and singles, who just 
want something quick and healthy. 
 
Kristen Kimmel, 30, of East Nashville enjoys letting her husband, the cook of the household, off the hook 
some nights, adding that My Veggie Chef fits her vegetarian needs and schedule. 
"If (my husband) wasn't cooking — it all fell on him — I was just ordering pizza or getting takeout from 
somewhere," she said. "I work all day and I like to go home and go for a run or take the dogs on a walk, so by 
the time I'm done, it's 8 o'clock." 
 
No limits 
The healthy component of My Veggie Chef is important to Holdren, who received a degree in health at 
Belmont University. She also lost more than 100 pounds within the past year, although not on a strictly vegan 
diet, and knows the importance of eating healthier. 

http://myveggiechef.com/
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My Veggie Chef, In the News (Continued) 
 

 
"When you're interested in health, food is such a big part of health, it's natural you would gravitate toward 
learning about healthy food," she said. She also cares about animal welfare, and the combined passions led 
to her vegan and vegetarian diet. (While she cooks vegan at home, she does splurge and get cheese 
occasionally when she dines out.) 
 
When Brittney Jackson, 26, of North Nashville began a vegan diet, she needed help cooking easy, healthy 
meals. Then she saw My Veggie Chef on Facebook. "I'm not a cook, so it's very simple to just put together the 
meals, and they're great on their own," she said. 
 
Holdren rotates the weekly menu, pulling from a collection of 150 recipes, plus the new recipes she creates 
weekly. There are Mexican, Asian, Indian and American dishes in the mix. "A lot of people think vegan food is 
limiting, but it's really not when you think of all the different varieties of beans, vegetables, grains and all 
different combinations you can do with them," she said. Each meal also has the necessary nutrients for a 
complete balanced meal. "These are low in calories, low in fat and they incorporate a lot of ingredients — 
they're not common ingredients," McClane said. 
 
The dishes range from a Buffalo Tempeh Bowl to Sweet and Sour Lentils to Southwestern Black Bean and 
Sweet Potato Hash. "My favorite (dish), I had it in one of the May deliveries, was panko-crusted tofu strips, 
and it was served with a honey mustard dipping sauce," McClane said. "It was a different way of cooking tofu 
strips I wouldn't have thought of on my own."  
 
While the meals are vegan, they have enough flavor and protein for meat-eaters to enjoy. That includes 
Holdren's husband, Matthew. "He's a reluctant vegan eater," she said. "He was raised on meat, but he loves 
our meals. ... These are definitely meals (that) meat-eaters will eat." 
For those who prefer meat, it can easily be added to Holden's prepped meals. 
"It's very easy to add what you like," Jackson said. "They're flexible ... and it's delivered to your door. You 
can't beat that." 
 
Photos and My  Veggie Chef recipe removed in the interest of space, for full story visit: http://
www.tennessean.com/story/life/food/2014/07/21/veggie-chef-delivers-healthy-meals-doorstep/12973329/ 

 

 
 
A Week of My Veggie Chef 
By: Nicole Keiper , theeastnashvillian.com 
Nov 8, 2013 
 
Some months back, My Veggie Chef offered an invite to test-drive their vegan meal-delivery service. And 
while I'm not vegan, being a modern human adult with all the requisite life-scheduling madness, the idea of 
enjoying a week of home-made meals while only putting in the work required to heat up a Bertolli had some 
serious appeal.  

http://myveggiechef.com
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My Veggie Chef, In the News (Continued) 
 

Not familiar with My Veggie Chef? Here's the gist: You choose a regular-sized or full-sized order, and receive 
frozen meal kits for five vegan (and, if you choose, gluten-free) entrees per week. Regular orders serve three 
to four folks per entree ($80); full orders serve six to eight ($160). Menus change weekly and span from 
Southwestern beloveds (chili) to Italian favorites (gnocchi), Asian flavors (Lo Mein) and beyond. 
 
Depending on the particular meal, you'll have a simple heat-up or a few more prep steps, but the entire 
preparation process is clearly and simply outlined on the kit. And yes, it's easy enough for the non-cooking-
inclined to make a meal happen without mangling it. 
 
Chef Kristie Rigdon Holdren does all the shopping, chopping, seasoning, and portioning, and makes a point of 
listening to clients' needs and wants while planning menus -- a recent week included a bean chili inspired by 
a Veggie Chef customer who can't eat tomatoes. 
 
Don't expect foams and sous-vides -- these are largely simple, homey meals designed to appeal to varied 
palates and fit into busy lifestyles. If you've never tried to eat veggie or vegan before, My Veggie Chef can 
offer some great insight into whether it works for you, while making you aware of all the options you have if 
you stick with it. But carnivores aren't left hungry either -- we didn't miss the meat, personally, but most of 
the My Veggie Chef meals can be easily meat-ified, too, by adding a few more steps and your own 
ingredients. 
 
All that said: Here, a week in the life of a My Veggie Chef diner: 

Monday 

Paella with Marinated Tofu and Veggies 
Kitchen time: About an hour 
Difficulty: on the 1-10 scale between  
Minute Rice and actual cooking, around a 6 
 
Consensus: Less a paella than a decked-out rice dish, this was still tasty and filling -- easily enough for three 
full meals for two grown adults. The meatiness of the mushrooms and marinated tofu made us not miss the 
meat, and while this was the most work-intensive and our least favorite meal of the week, it was neither 
difficult nor unappealing -- just a decent, simple meal. 

 

Tuesday 

Seitan Fajitas 
Kitchen time: Maybe 10 minutes 
Difficulty: On a 1-10 scale between  
cold cereal and actual cooking, maybe a 2 
 
Consensus: This one was a total score, and the inspiration for many a follow-up meal. The seasoning on the 
seitan was flavorful and just spicy enough, and the sautéed peppers and onions brought some great bite and 
freshness. Beyond easy, and super delicious. 
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My Veggie Chef, In the News (Continued) 
 

Wednesday 

Gnocchi With Pan-roasted Green Beans  
Kitchen time: About 15 minutes 
Difficulty: On a 1-10 scale between  
Chef Boyardee and actual cooking, about a 3 
 
Consensus: Disclaimer -- you'd have to be OK with the denser texture of store-bought gnocchi to dig this; 
tender home-made pillows they weren't. But, being fine and familiar with that kind of gnocchi, we loved Chef 
Holdren's additions. This was as easy as boiling up gnocchi and dumping on some store-bought sauce, but 
was far more enjoyable, with flavorful herbs, buttery and crisp green beans and sweetness and crunch from 
pine nuts. Another simple, delicious and filling dinner, and another favorite for the week. 
 

Thursday 

Seitan and Pineapple Stir Fry 
Kitchen time: About 15 minutes 
Difficulty: On a 1-10 scale between  
Top Ramen and actual cooking, probably a 2 
 
Consensus: As meat eaters, we'd had no particular draw toward tempeh prior to this My Veggie Chef 
experience, but at this point in the week, we were converts -- perhaps mostly due to Chef Holdren's ability to 
season and flavor the stuff quite well. Solid meatiness from the mushrooms and teriyaki, sweetness from 
pineapple, crunch from water chestnuts, and while this was just as easy to prepare as those Wanchai Ferry 
sacks o' frozen food at Kroger, the taste was much fresher and much better. 
 

Friday 

Indian-spiced Quinoa With Raisins and Pine Nuts 
Kitchen time: About 30 minutes 
Difficulty: On a 1-10 scale between  
heating up leftovers and actual cooking, about a 3-4 
 
Consensus: Ending on a great note. Quinoa's easy to love, since it's full of good protein and amino acids and 
fiber and such, and is also nutty and delicious. Chef Holdren's offered sweetness with raisins and more of that 
pine-nut crunch, plus enough Indian flavor to appeal to folks who love those spices, without pushing those 
whose palates are a little less adventurous. Good and delicious family food, simple as heating up a box of Rice
-A-Roni. 
For more info and/or to order, visit the My Veggie Chef website. 
 
Disclaimer: My Veggie Chef provided the meals; the opinions are all mine. 
 
Story can be found at http://theeastnashvillian.com/blog/ENblogs/a-week-of-my-veggie-chef 

http://myveggiechef.com
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Industry News 
 

The food industry is changing - both in how food is consumed and how it is viewed by 

consumers.  Who is taking notice?  Food and technology have been commingling in this 

landscape.  A 2016 article published in Forbes.com (Ten Food Trends That Will Shape 2017, 

Phil Lempert) indicates that food start-ups and projects received over $1 Billion dollars in 

investments just in 2016 alone! This together with the $5.7 billion dollar investments in 

general food technology in 2015 (CB Insights) means that how we consume food is set to 

change at a breakneck pace for the foreseeable future.   

In an article for thestreet.com (Pepsi Just Entered the Highly Competitive, and Fragmented 

World of Meal Kits, Vicky Huang 12/2016) chief architect at Brick Meets Click says, “I think 

meal kits with more niche offerings actually have a better chance of surviving in this market 

than ones with broader based offerings, assuming they can reach a large enough market 

which will just take a different approach to outreach”.   The market research company, 

Packaged Facts, indicates the 2016 $1.5 billion meal kit delivery industry will explode into a 

multi-billion dollar marketplace over the next five years - providing real growth potential for 

new players.   

With everything and everybody online these days, consumers are seeking transparency in 

their food.  More than ever they want to know where food is from and what is in the food.  

For people that have food allergies or particular diet restrictions, the meal kit industry is 

promising.   These trends are becoming evident in something as simple as Google searches 

showing an increase of 3x the searches for “vegan” and increased searches for ‘”vegetarian 

diet” from 2007-2012. 

The trend towards a “flexitarian” lifestyle (mostly plant-based with occasional meat 

consumption) and non-vegetarian “meat-reducers” is evident in meat consumption trends in 

the United States. The USDA reported Flexitarianism as the primary driver behind the 12.7% 

drop In meat consumption between 2007-2012.   

The American public, in general, is also reporting a decrease in meat consumption with 39% 

of people claiming to eat less red meat in 2013 (Mintel), and 26-41% indicating that they ate 

less meat in 2015 than the prior 12 month period (NBJ). The pressure to reduce meat 

consumption appears to come from many sources such as celebrity chef influencers, public 

health information about diet and health, and information produced by the scientific 

community in relation to carcinogens found in processed meat.  
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News Ready Items 
 

Twitter 
Affordable, ready-made, delicious vegan meals. Less packaging & no waste! #myveggiechef will bring it to 
you #mealdelivery #plantbased  
 
Do you know what is in your food? At MyVeggieChef.com we do!  And you are going to love it! #plantbased 
#mealdelivery #myveggiechef  
  
Go #vegan or go home! Wait, why not do both? #myveggiechef will bring you food! #mealdelivery 
#plantbased 
  
 

Facebook 
What can you expect from My Veggie Chef?  Simple, honest ingredients.  Affordable and easy options for 
those with dietary restrictions or preferences for plant-based nutrition.  Weekly menus that will leave you 
feeling inspired - and quick prep to help you stay on track during busy nights.  All with doorstep delivery and 
online convenience.  Check us out today at MyVeggieChef.com; we are plant strong!  
 
 

News Article 
Due to the overwhelming success of My Veggie Chef in the greater Nashville area, the company has been 
busy embarking on a national expansion. Expanded service into markets such as New York, Chicago, Los 
Angles, Austin, and Detroit mean a greater reach for My Veggie Chef in the niche meal kit market.   
 
What sets My Veggie Chef apart from the competition is two-fold.  One, they provide a vegan menu that is 
appropriate for many other diets and lifestyles. Two, they deliver more than just groceries.  Instead of a 
weekly box of ingredients, the professional chefs at My Veggie Chef do all the prep work too.  This provides 
the consumer with fresh, nutritious food that is ready in a matter of minutes.  The bonus?  The meals come in 
four servings of five entrees and costs just $6 per serving.  With the added feature of being pre-prepared and 
frozen, consumers are virtually able to eliminate food waste.   
 
The plant-based meal kit concept proved to be so successful that the Delta Regional Authority took notice 
last November and awarded My Veggie Chef with the coveted Delta Entrepreneurship Network Fellowship.  
Fellowship winners receive technical and developmental support, and the opportunity to pitch at the March 
2017 New Orleans Entrepreneur Week.   DRA Chairman Masingill said of  DEN Fellowship winners, "These 
entrepreneurs represent some of the best the Delta has to offer. They are converting what makes our part of 
the world great – our people, our culture, and our history – into successful business ideas and opportunities.  
As the Delta Entrepreneurship Network grows, I am excited to work with this new class of fellows to 
strengthen entrepreneurial development in the region and build a robust ecosystem of talented business 
leaders.” 
 
More information for this story can be found at http://dra.gov/newsroom/press-release/news-delta-
regional-authority-announces-missouri-winners-of-2017-delta-chal/ and by visiting MyVeggieChef.com 
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Contact Information 
 

  
My Veggie Chef 

1500 2nd Avenue, South 
Nashville, TN 37210 

 
Phone: 615-200-TOFU (8638) 

Email: Press@myveggiechef.com 
 

Website: MyVeggieChef.com 
 

Direct Contact 
Mark Rigdon, mark@myveggiechef.com 

Kristie Rigdon-Holdren, Kristie@myveggiechef.com  
 
 

We make it easy to have healthy, affordable, plant-
based, family friendly meals! 

Get Social 
 

Facebook @myveggiechef 
Twitter @myveggiechef 

Instagram @myveggiechef 
Pinterest @myveggiechef 

For photos and all other inquires please contact us at Press@myveggiechef.com   
It would be our pleasure to assist you! 


